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Optimal Radio Frequency Energy Harvesting
with Limited Energy Arrival Knowledge
Zhenhua Zou, Anders Gidmark, Themistoklis Charalambous and Mikael Johansson

Abstract—We develop optimal sleeping and harvesting policies
for radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH) devices, formalizing the following intuition: when the ambient RF energy is
low, devices consume more energy being awake than what can
be harvested, and should enter sleep mode; when the ambient
RF energy is high, on the other hand, it is essential to wake
up and harvest. Towards this end, we consider a scenario with
intermittent energy arrivals described by a two-state GilbertElliott Markov chain model. The challenge is that the state of the
Markov chain can only be observed during the harvesting action,
and not while in sleep mode. Two scenarios are studied under
this model. In the first scenario, we assume that the transition
probabilities of the Markov chain are known and formulate
the problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP). We prove that the optimal policy has a threshold
structure and derive the optimal decision parameters. In the
practical scenario where the ratio between the reward and the
penalty is neither too large nor too small, the POMDP framework
and the threshold-based optimal policies are very useful for
finding non-trivial optimal sleeping times. In the second scenario,
we assume that the Markov chain parameters are unknown and
formulate the problem as a Bayesian adaptive POMDP, and
propose a heuristic posterior sampling algorithm to reduce the
computational complexity. The performance of our approaches
is demonstrated via numerical examples.
Index Terms—Energy harvesting, ambient radio frequency
energy, Partially Observable Markov Decision Process, Bayesian
inference, learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One important concept in green communications is to use
renewable energy sources to replenish the batteries of network
nodes and exploit ambient energy as an alternative power
source. Radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH) is one of
the energy harvesting methods that have recently attracted a lot
of attention (see, for example, [1]–[3] and references therein).
In RF-EH, a device can capture ambient RF radiation from a
variety of radio transmitters (such as television/radio broadcast
stations, WiFi, cellular base stations and mobile phones) and
convert it into a direct current through rectennas [4], see
Figure 1. It has been shown that low-power wireless systems
such as wireless sensor networks with RF energy harvesting
capabilities can have a significantly prolonged lifetime, even
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to the point where they can become self-sustained and support
previously infeasible applications [5].

Fig. 1. In radio frequency energy harvesting, the device that is not the
destination of the packet can capture RF radiation of the wireless transmission
from cellular communication, WiFi or TV towers, and convert it into a direct
current through rectennas.

However, in many cases the RF energy is intermittent. This
can be due to temporary inactive periods of communication
systems with bursty traffic and/or due to multi-path fading
in the wireless channel [6]. Moreover, the energy spent by
wireless devices to wake up the radio and assess the current
channel condition is non-negligible. Hence, when the ambient
energy is low, staying awake and harvesting energy can result
in an energy loss, and it is better to sleep. The challenge in
the energy harvesting process lies in the fact that the wireless
device does not know the energy level before it attempts to
harvest. For this reason, it is crucial to develop policies for
deciding if a wireless node should harvest or sleep to maximize
the accumulated energy.
In this paper, we study the problem of energy harvesting for
a single wireless device in an environment where the ambient
RF energy is intermittent. Energy harvesting with intermittent energy arrivals has recently been investigated under the
assumption that the energy arrivals are described by known
Markov processes [7]–[11]. However, in practice the energy
arrivals may not follow the chosen Markov process model. It
is therefore necessary that harvesting policies do not presume
the arrival model, but allow for unknown energy arrivals.
Towards this direction, the optimal harvesting problem has
only been targeted via the classical Q-learning method in [12].
The Robbins-Monro algorithm, the mathematical cornerstone
of Q-learning, was applied in [13] to derive optimal policies
with a faster convergence speed by exploiting that the optimal policy is threshold-based. However, both the Q-learning
method and the Robbins-Monro algorithm rely on heuristics
(e.g., ǫ-greedy) to handle the exploration-exploitation tradeoff [14]. The optimal choice of the step-size that attains
the best convergence speed is also not clear; only a set of
sufficient conditions for asymptotic convergence is given in
the literature.
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All the aforementioned works assume that the energy arrival
state is known at the decision maker before the decision is
taken. This is an unrealistic assumption, since it does not take
into account the energy cost for the node to wake up and
track the energy arrival state, and being active continuously
can be detrimental when the ambient energy level is low.
Partial observability issues in energy harvesting problems have
only been considered in scenarios related to knowledge about
battery State-of-Charge [15], event occurrences in optimal
sensing problems [16], and channel state information for
packet transmissions [17]. To the best of our knowledge,
neither the scenario with partial observability of the energy
arrival nor this scenario combined with an unknown model
have been addressed in the literature before.
Due to the limited energy arrival knowledge and the cost
for unsuccessful harvesting, the fundamental question being
raised is whether and when it is beneficial for a wireless device
to try and harvest energy from ambient energy sources. In
this paper, we aim at answering this question by developing
optimal sleeping and harvesting policies that maximize the
accumulated energy. More specifically, we make the following
contributions:
• We model the energy arrivals using an abstract two-state
Markov chain model where the node receives a reward in
the good state and incurs a cost in the bad state. The state
of the model is revealed to the node only if it chooses
to harvest. In absence of new observations, future energy
states are predicted based on knowledge about the transition
probabilities of the Markov chain.
• We propose a simple yet practical reward function that
encompasses the effects of the decisions made based on
the states of the Markov chain.
• We study the optimal energy harvesting problem under two
assumptions on the parameters of the energy arrival model.
1) For the scenario where the parameters are known,
we formulate the problem of whether to harvest or
to sleep as a Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP). We show that the optimal policy has
a threshold structure: after an unsuccessful harvesting,
the optimal action is to sleep for a constant number
of time-slots that depends on the parameters of the
Markov chain; otherwise, it is always optimal to harvest.
The threshold structure leads to an efficient computation
of the optimal policy. Only a handful of papers have
explicitly characterized the optimality of threshold-based
policies for POMDP (for example, [18], [19]) and they
do not deal with the problem considered in this work.
2) For the scenario when the transition probabilities of
the Markov chain are not known, we apply a novel
Bayesian online-learning method. To reduce the complexity of the computations, we propose a heuristic
posterior sampling algorithm. The main idea of Bayesian
online learning is to specify a prior distribution over
the unknown model parameters, and update a posterior
distribution by Bayesian inference over these parameters
to incorporate new information about the model as we
choose actions and observe results. The exploration-

exploitation dilemma is handled directly as an explicit
decision problem modeled by an extended POMDP,
where we aim to maximize future expected utility with
respect to the current uncertainty on the model. The other
advantage is that we can define an informative prior to
incorporate previous beliefs about the parameters, which
can be obtained from, for example, domain knowledge
and field tests. Our work is the first in the literature that
introduces and applies the Bayesian adaptive POMDP
framework [20] in energy harvesting problems with
unknown state transition probabilities.
• The schemes proposed in this paper are evaluated in simulations and significant improvements are demonstrated compared to letting nodes harvest continuously or at random
times.
We would like to stress that the approach we develop in this
paper is not limited to RF-EH, but can be extended to other
forms of renewable resources, such as solar and piezoelectric.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model and the energy harvesting problem are introduced in
Section II. In Section III we address the case of known
Markov chain parameters, and derive the optimal sleeping
and harvesting policies using POMDP; the threshold-based
structure of the optimal policies are also shown. In Section IV
we address the case of unknown Markov chain parameters
and propose a Bayesian online learning method. Numerical
examples are provided in Section V. Finally, in Section VI
we draw conclusions and outline possible future research
directions. All the proofs are presented in the Appendix.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a single wireless device with the capability of
harvesting energy from ambient energy sources. We assume
that the overall energy level is constant during one time-slot,
and may change in the next time-slot according to a two-state
Gilbert-Elliott Markov chain model [21], [22]; see Fig. 2. In
p
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Fig. 2. Two-state Gilbert-Elliott Markov chain model.

this model, the good state (G) denotes the presence of energy
to be harvested and the bad state (B) denotes the absence of
energy to be harvested. The transition probability from the G
state to B state is p, and the transition probability from B
state to G state is q. The probabilities of staying at states G
and B are 1 − p and 1 − q, respectively. It can be easily shown
that the steady state distribution of the Markov chain at B and
G states are p/(p + q) and q/(p + q), respectively.
We consider the model in which the probability of being in
state G in the next time-slot is higher if the current state is G,
and the probability of being in state B in the next time-slot is
higher if the current state is B. This requires that 1 − p > q
and corresponds to that RF energy is positively correlated in
time, which is a valid assumption in practice.
At each time-slot, the node can take one of two possible
actions: to harvest or to sleep. If the node chooses to harvest
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and the Markov chain is in the G state, a reward r1 > 0 is
received that represents the energy successfully harvested. If
the Markov chain is in the B state during the harvesting action,
a penalty −r0 < 0 is incurred that represents the energy cost
required to wake up the radio and try to detect if there exists
any ambient energy to harvest. On the other hand, if the node
sleeps, no reward is received. Therefore, the reward function
is defined as


(a = H) ∧ (s = G),
r1 ,
R(s, a) , −r0 , (a = H) ∧ (s = B),
(1)


0,
a = S,
where a denotes the action to harvest (H) or sleep (S), and s
is the current Markov chain state.

Remark 1. Note that one could impose a cost for sleeping.
However, this does not change the problem setup since we
could normalize the rewards and costs so that the sleeping
cost is zero.
Remark 2. In addition, the choice of the exact numbers for r0
and r1 depend on hardware specifications, such as the energy
harvesting efficiency and the energy harvesting cost. Note that
r0 represents a penalty incurred due to additional energy spent
to turn on the RF-EH circuit. For larger static devices, one can
possibly use large and specially tailored rectennas to harvest
passively, so r0 would be essentially zero; for small mobile
devices, however, one is often bound to use a simple antenna
combined with a power management circuit and ESD. The
harvested signals are in general of very low power. Since the
signals need to be rectified, a large percentage of the signal
power is lost in the rectification bridge. If very little energy is
harvested, one may get less energy from the antenna than what
is needed to perform the DC/DC conversion, i.e., an energy
penalty is incurred. These arguments and more details can be
found in several papers; see, for example, [23, § IV.D] and
[24, § III].
Remark 3. Even though in reality the energy harvested and
hence the reward r1 is not fixed, the choice of r1 can be seen
as the minimum; similarly, r0 can be seen as the maximum.
If we further assume that the successfully harvested and lost
energy levels are i.i.d. random variables, then we can let r1
and r0 be the average harvested or lost energy, respectively.
The state information of the underlying Markov chain
can only be observed under the harvesting action, but it is
inefficient to always harvest since there is a cost associated
with an unsuccessful energy harvesting. On the other hand, the
sleeping action does not incur any cost (apart from missing
out a chance to harvest), but it does not reveal the state
information. Thus, it is not immediately clear when it is better
to harvest to maximize the reward. Furthermore, the transition
probabilities of the Markov chain may not be known a priori,
which makes the problem of maximizing the reward even more
challenging.
Let at ∈ {H, S} denote the action at time t, st denote the
state of the Markov chain at time t, and zt ∈ {G, B, Z} denote
the observation at time t where Z means no observation of the

Markov chain. Let at , {a0 , a1 , . . . , at } denote the history
of actions and z t , {z0 , z1 , . . . , zt } denote the history of
observations. A policy π is a function that prescribes an action
at time t based on the history of actions and observations up
to time t − 1. The goal is then to find the optimal policy π ⋆
that maximizes the expected total discounted reward,
"∞
#
X
⋆
t
π ∈ arg max Eπ
γ Rt (st , at ) ,
π

t=0

where Rt is the reward at time t and the expectation is
taken with respect to the transitions of the Markov chain. The
discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1) models the importance of the energy
arrivals at different time-slots in which the energy harvested
in the future will be discounted. The discount factor can also
be seen as a scenario where the node terminates its operation
at each time-slot independently with probability (1 − γ) [25].
III. O PTIMAL

STRUCTURED POLICY WITH UNKNOWN

M ARKOVIAN

STATES

In this section, we first derive the optimal policy under
known transition probabilities but unknown Markovian states
by formulating it as a Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP) [26]. We show that the optimal policy has a
threshold-based structure. This structural result simplifies both
the off-line computations during the design phase and the realtime implementation.
A. POMDP formulation
Although the exact state is not known at each time-slot,
we can keep a probability distribution (i.e., a belief) of the
state based on the past observations and the knowledge on the
Markov chain. We let b denote the belief, i.e., the probability
that the RF energy state is good at the current time-slot, and
b′ is the belief at the next time-slot. In this way, at any given
time the probability that the RF energy state is good is b and
the probability that the state is bad is 1 − b. If we decide to
harvest, then we will be able to observe the current RF energy
state. If this state is good, then b′ = 1 − p due to the definition
of the Markov chain transition probabilities. If this state is
bad, then b′ = q by the same reasoning. In the sleep state,
we do not get any new information and the belief is updated
using the Markov chain model parameters, i.e.,
b′ = b(1 − p) + (1 − b)q = q + (1 − p − q)b,

(2)

which is the probability of being at good state at the next timeslot given the probability at the current time-slot. This update
converges to the stationary distribution of the good state. In
summary, we have the following state transition probability
(
b
if b′ = 1 − p,
′
P(b |a = H, b) =
(3)
1 − b if b′ = q;
(
1 if b′ = q + (1 − p − q)b,
′
P(b |a = S, b) =
(4)
0 otherwise.
Note, the belief b takes values between q and 1 − p since
1 − p > q by assumption.
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By Equation (1), the expected reward with belief b is
R(b, a) = bR(1, a) + (1 − b)R(0, a)
(
(r0 + r1 )b − r0 , a = H,
=
0,
a = S.

C. Optimality of the threshold-based policy

(5)

It has been shown in [26] that the belief b is a sufficient
statistic for decision making given the past action history at
and the past observation history z t , and we can convert the
POMDP to a corresponding MDP with the belief as the state.
Hence, the policy π is also a function that prescribes an action
a for the belief b. The expected total discounted reward for
a policy π starting from initial belief b0 , also termed as the
value function, is then
V π (b0 ) , Eπ [

∞
X

γ t Rt (bt , at )|b0 ].

t=0

Since the state space is countable and the action space is
finite with only two actions, there exists an optimal deterministic stationary policy π ⋆ for any b [25, Theorem 6.2.10] such
that
π ⋆ ∈ arg max V π (b).
π

B. Optimal policy - value iteration
⋆

Let V ⋆ , V π be the optimal value function. The optimal
policy can be derived from the optimal value function, i.e., for
any b, we have
"
#
X
′
⋆ ′
⋆
P(b |a, b)V (b ) .
π (b) ∈ arg max R(b, a) + γ
a∈{H,S}

b′

The problem of deriving the optimal policy is then to compute the optimal value function. It is known that the optimal
value function satisfies the Bellman optimality equation [25,
Theorem 6.2.5],
"
#
X
′
⋆ ′
⋆
P(b |a, b)V (b ) ,
V (b) = max R(b, a) + γ
a∈{H,S}

b′

and the optimal value function can be found by the value iteration method shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm utilizes the
fixed-point iteration method to solve the Bellman optimality
equation with stopping criteria. If we let t → ∞, then the
algorithm returns the optimal value function V ⋆ (b) [25].
Algorithm 1: Value iteration algorithm [25]
Input: Error bound ǫ
Output: V (b) with supb |V (b) − V ⋆ (b)| ≤ ǫ/2.
1 Initialization: At t = 0, let V0 (b) = 0 for all b
2 repeat
3
Compute Vt+1 (b) for all states b,
"
#
X
′
′
P(b |a, b)Vt (b ) .
Vt+1 (b) = max R(b, a) + γ
a∈{H,S}

4

b′

Update t = t + 1.
until supb |Vt+1 (b) − Vt (b)| ≤ ǫ(1 − γ)/2γ.

Let Qt+1 (b, a) denote the value function of any action a ∈
{H, S} in Algorithm 1,
X
Qt+1 (b, a) , R(b, a) + γ
P(b′ |a, b)Vt (b′ ),
(6)
b′

and let Q∞ (b, a) = limt→∞ Qt (b, a). We first show that the
optimal policy has a threshold structure:
Proposition 1. Define
b , min{Q∞ (b, H) ≥ Q∞ (b, S)}.
b

(7)

If b < q/(p + q), then the optimal policy is to continue to
harvest after a successful harvesting time slot, and to sleep
for


q − (p + q)b
−1
(8)
N , log1−p−q
q
time-slots after an unsuccessful harvesting. If the threshold
q/(p + q) ≤ b ≤ 1 − p, then the optimal policy is to continue
to harvest after a successful harvesting, and to never harvest
following an unsuccessful harvesting. If the threshold 1 − p <
b̄, then the optimal policy is to not harvest at all.
Remark: The sleeping time N is the minimum time after
which the belief exceeds the threshold b after an unsuccessful
harvesting attempt. Details can be found in the proof in the
appendix.
Computing the optimal threshold b̄ as suggested by Proposition 1 would be computationally demanding. However, by
leveraging on the fact that the optimal policy has a threshold
structure, we will, in Proposition 2, show that it is possible to
derive a computationally efficient expression for the optimal
waiting time N based on channel statistics and rewards.
Note that if q/(p + q) ≤ b ≤ 1 − p, then the optimal
policy will eventually stop harvesting since there is a non-zero
probability of an unsuccessful harvesting attempt. Hence, in
Proposition 2, we focus on the more interesting case where
b̄ < q/(p + q).
Proposition 2. Suppose b̄ < q/(p + q). Let b′ , q[1 − (1 − p −
q)n+1 ]/(p+q), let F (n) , γ n+1 r1 (b′ −1+p)+r1 −p(r0 +r1 ),
and let G(n) , γ n+1 (b′ (1 − γ) − (1 − γ + γp)) + 1 − γ + γp.
The optimal policy is to continuously harvest after a successful
harvesting, and to sleep for
N , arg maxn∈{0,1,... }

F (n)
G(n)

(9)

time-slots after an unsuccessful harvesting attempt.
IV. BAYESIAN

ONLINE LEARNING UNKNOWN TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES

In many practical scenarios, the transition probabilities of
the Markov chain that models the energy arrivals may be
initially unknown. To obtain an accurate estimation, we need to
sample the channel many times, a process which unfortunately
consumes a large amount of energy and takes a lot of time.
Thus, it becomes crucial to design algorithms that balance the
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parameter estimation and the overall harvested energy; this is
the so-called exploration and exploitation dilemma. Towards
this end, in this section, we first formulate the optimal energy
harvesting problem with unknown transition probabilities as a
Bayesian adaptive POMDP [20]. Next, we propose a heuristic
posterior sampling algorithm based on the threshold structure
of the optimal policy with known transition probabilities. The
Bayesian approach can incorporate the domain knowledge
by specifying a proper prior distribution of the unknown
parameters. It can also strike a natural trade-off between
exploration and exploitation during the learning phase.
A. Models and Bayesian update
The Beta distribution is a family of distributions that is
defined on the interval [0, 1] and parameterized by two parameters. It is typically used as conjugate prior distributions
for Bernoulli distributions so that the posterior update after
observing state transitions is easy to compute. Hence, for this
work, we assume that the unknown transition probabilities p
and q have independent prior distributions following the Beta
distribution parameterized by φ , [φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 ]T ∈ Z4+ :
P(p, q; φ) = P(p, q; φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 )
(a)

= P(p; φ1 , φ2 )P(q; φ3 , φ4 ),

Γ(φ1 + φ2 ) φ1 −1
p
(1 − p)φ2 −1 ,
Γ(φ1 )Γ(φ2 )
Γ(φ3 + φ4 ) φ3 −1
P(q; φ3 , φ4 ) =
q
(1 − q)φ4 −1 ,
Γ(φ3 )Γ(φ4 )

(11)

P(st |p, q)P(p, q) = P(st |p, q) = pa (1 − p)b q c (1 − q)d .
Since, multiple state histories can lead to the same number of
transitions, we let C(φ, S(z t−1 ), st ) denote the total number
of state histories that lead to the posterior count φ from the
initial condition that all counts are equal one, and we call it
the appearance count to distinguish it from the posterior count
φ. Hence,
P(st , p, q|z t−1 )P(z t−1 )
= P(z t−1 , st |p, q)P(p, q) =

X

P(z t−1 , st |p, q)P(p, q)

st−1

=

X

P(st |p, q)P(p, q)

st−1 ∈S(z t−1 )

=

X

C(φ, S(z t−1 ), st )pφ1 −1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1 ,

(13)

(14)

which can be written as
P(st , p, q|z t−1 ) ,

X

P(φ, st |z t−1 )P(p, q|φ),

φ

where
P(φ, st |z t−1 ) ,

(12)

respectively,
R ∞ where Γ(·) is the gamma function, given by
Γ(y) = 0 xy−1 e−x dx. However, for y ∈ Z+ (as it is the case
in our work), the gamma function becomes Γ(y) = (y − 1)!.
By using the Beta distribution parameterized by posterior
counts for p and q, the posterior update after observing state
transitions is easy to compute. For example, suppose the
posterior count for the parameter p is φ1 = 5 and φ2 = 7. After
observing state transitions from G to B (with probability p)
for 2 times and state transitions from G to G (with probability
1 − p) for 3 times, the posterior count for the parameter p is
simply φ1 = 5 + 2 = 7 and φ2 = 7 + 3 = 10. Without loss
of generality, we assume that φ initially is set to [1, 1, 1, 1] to
denote that the parameters p and q are between zero and one
with equal probabilities, i.e., P(p, q) = 1.
Note that we can infer the action history at from the
observation history z t . More specifically, for each time t, if
zt = Z, then at = S, and if zt ∈ {G, B}, then at = H.
In what follows, we use only the observation history z t for
posterior update for the sake of simplicity. Consider the joint
posterior distribution P(st , p, q|z t−1 ) of the energy state st
and the transition probability p and q at time t from the
observation history z t−1 . Let
S(z t−1 ) = {st−1 : sτ = zτ ∀τ ∈ {t′ : zt′ 6= Z}}

For a given st−1 ∈ S(z t−1 ) and st = {st−1 , st }, suppose
there are in total a number transitions from G to B, b number
of transitions from G to G, c number of transitions from B
to G, and d number of transitions from B to B. We have that

φ

(10)

where (a) stems from the fact that p and q have independent
prior distributions. The Beta densities of probabilities p and q
are given by
P(p; φ1 , φ2 ) =

denote all possible state histories based on the observation
history z t−1 .

C(φ, S(z t−1 ), st )Π4i=1 Γ(φi )
.
P(z t−1 )Γ(φ1 + φ2 )Γ(φ3 + φ4 )

Therefore, the posterior P(st , p, q|z t−1 ) can be seen as a probability distribution over the energy state st and the posterior
count φ. Furthermore, the posterior can be fully described by
each appearance count C associated with the posterior count φ
and the energy state st , up to the normalization term P(z t−1 ).
When we obtain a new observation zt at time t, the posterior
at time t + 1 is updated recursively as follows
P(st+1 , p, q|z t ) = P(st+1 , p, q|z t−1 , zt )
X
P(st , p, q, st+1 |z t−1 , zt )
=
st

=

X

P(st , p, q, st+1 , zt |z t−1 )/P(zt |z t−1 )

st

=

X

P(st , p, q|z t−1 )P(st+1 , zt |st , p, q, z t−1 )/P(zt |z t−1 )

s

=

t
X

P(st , p, q|z t−1 )P(st+1 , zt |st , p, q)/P(zt |z t−1 ), (15)

st

where P(zt |z t−1 ) is the normalization term.
If we harvest and observe the exact state, the total number of
possible posterior counts will remain the same. For example, if
we harvest and observe that zt = G, this implies that st = G.
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The posterior for st+1 = B is then
t

t−1

t−1

P(B, p, q|z )P(zt |z ) = P(G, p, q|z )P(B|G, p, q)
X
=
C(φ, S(z t−1 ), G)pφ1 −1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1
φ

· p/P(z t−1 )

=

X

C(φ, S(z t−1 ), G)pφ1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1

φ

P(st , φ′ , zt |It ) = P(st |It )P(zt |It , st )P(φ′ |It , st , zt )

/P(z t−1 ),

= P(st |st−1 , φ)P(zt |st )P(φ′ |st−1 , φ, st ),

where the second equality follows from (14). Letting φ′ :=
[φ1 + 1, φ2 , φ3 , φ4 ], we have
P(B, p, q|z t )P(zt )
X
=
C(φ, S(z t−1 ), G)pφ1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1
φ

=

X

′

′

′

′

C(φ, S(z t−1 ), G)pφ1 −1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1 .

φ′

This update has the simple form that for each posterior count
we increase φ1 by one and keep the same appearance count.
On the other hand, the total number of possible posterior
counts will be at most multiplied by two for the sleeping
action, i.e., it grows exponentially with the number of sleeping
actions.
For example, if the action is to sleep, i.e., zt = Z, then we
have to iterate over two possible states at time t since we do
not know the exact state. The posterior for st+1 = B is then
P(B, p, q|z t )P(zt |z t−1 ) =

X

P(st , p, q|z t−1 )P(B|st , p, q)

st ∈{G,B}

=

hX

C(φ, S(z

t−1

), G)pφ1 −1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1 · p

φ

+

X

C(φ, S(z t−1 ), B)pφ1 −1 (1 − p)φ2 −1 q φ3 −1 (1 − q)φ4 −1

φ

i
· (1 − q) /P(z t−1 ).
The appearance count update can be computed in an analogous
fashion, and the updates in the other scenarios can be defined
similarly. An example of the update of the appearance count is shown
in Figure 3. Note that two previously different posterior counts could
G, [1,1,2,1], 1

B, [1,2,1,1], 1

that this is equivalent to deriving an optimal policy for an extended
POMDP.
In what follows, we will describe how this extended POMDP is
constructed. The state space of the POMDP is {G, B} × Z4+ , i.e., the
energy state and the posterior count φ of the Beta distribution. The
action space and the reward function are the same as for the original
POMDP. For brevity, we let It , {st−1 , φ, at }. By the formula of
conditional probability and the independence assumptions, the joint
state transition and observation probability is

G, [1,2,2,1], 2

G, [1,3,2,1], 2

G, [1,4,2,1], 2

B, [2,1,2,1], 1

G, [2,1,3,1], 1

G, [2,2,3,1], 1

B, [1,2,1,2], 1

G, [1,2,2,2], 1

G, [1,3,2,2], 1

B, [2,2,2,1], 2

B, [2,3,2,1], 2

B, [2,1,2,2], 1

B, [3,1,3,1], 1

B, [1,2,1,3], 1

B, [2,2,2,2], 1

Fig. 3. A belief-update example after two sleeping actions and one harvesting
action with good state observation. The numbers in the rectangle denote
respectively the energy state (G or B), the posterior count φ and the
appearance count C.

lead to the same value after one update, in which we simply add their
appearance count.

B. Extended POMDP formulation of the Bayesian framework
The problem is now to derive a policy which maximizes the
expected reward based on the current posterior distribution of the
energy states and the state transition probabilities, obtained via the
Bayesian framework described above. In [20], it has been shown

(16)

′

where P(zt |st ) = 1 if zt = st , and P(φ |st−1 , φ, st ) = 1 if the
change of state from st−1 to st leads to the corresponding update
of φ to φ′ . Lastly, the transition P(st |st−1 , φ) is derived from the
average p and q associated with the posterior count φ. For example,
if st−1 = G and st = B, then P(st |st−1 , φ) = φ1 /(φ1 + φ2 ).
Therefore, the problem of deriving the optimal policy in the Bayesian
framework can be solved using similar techniques as we used for
the original POMDP. The optimal policy tackles the exploration and
exploitation dilemma by incorporating the uncertainty in the transition
probabilities in the decision making processes.

C. A heuristic learning algorithm based on posterior sampling
It is computationally difficult to solve the extended POMDP exactly due to its large state space. More precisely, during the Bayesian
update, we keep the appearance count of all possible posterior counts
φ and all possible energy states (G or B). The challenge is that the
number of possible posterior counts φ is multiplied by two after the
sleeping action, and it can grow to infinity. One approach could be
to ignore the posterior update with the sleeping action, in which case
the number of posterior counts is kept constant at two. However, this
is equivalent to assuming that the unknown energy state does not
change during the sleeping period.
Instead, we propose the heuristic posterior sampling, Algorithm 2,
inspired by the discussion of approximate belief monitoring in [20,
Section 5.1] and the posterior sampling algorithm proposed in [27].
The basic idea is to keep the K posterior counts that have the largest
appearance count in the Bayesian update. If the energy state was in
good state, then we keep harvesting. If the energy state was in bad
state, then we get a sample of transition probabilities from the posterior distributions, and find the optimal sleeping time corresponding to
the sampled transition probabilities. The idea leverages on the fact the
optimal policy with respect to a given set of transition probabilities
is threshold-based and can be pre-computed off-line.
More precisely, the algorithm maintains the value ψ G ,
[φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 , n] that denotes the appearance count n that leads to
the posterior count [φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 ] and the good state. The value ψ B
is defined similarly. The two procedures in Line 24 and Line 26
show the computation of the update of the posterior count and
appearance count with good and bad state observations, respectively.
We uniformly pick a posterior count according to their appearance
counts shown in Line 11 to reduce computational complexity. The
transition probability is taken to be the mean of the Beta distribution
corresponding to the sampled posterior count as shown in Line 12.
Lastly, with the sleeping action, we have to invoke both good state
and bad state updates in Line 18 and 19, since the state is not
observed. Note that both the good state update and the bad state
update take constant time, and there are at most 2K posterior counts
in the heuristic algorithm. Hence, at each time slot, the complexity
of Algorithm 2 is in the order of O(K).

V. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
A. Known transition probabilities
In the case of known transition probabilities of the Markov chain
model, the optimal energy harvesting policy can be fully characterized
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Algorithm 2: Posterior-sampling algorithm
Input: r, γ, K, optimal policy lookup table
1 Initialization: Let sleeping time w = 0
2 while true do
3
if sleeping time w = 0 then
4
Harvest energy
5
if Successfully with good state then
6
Good State Update()
7
Sleeping time w = 0
8
else
9
Bad State Update()
10
repeat
11
Draw ψ G or ψ B randomly proportional to
the count n
12
Let p = φ1 /(φ1 + φ2 ), q = φ3 /(φ3 + φ4 )
13
until 1 − p > q
14
Find sleeping time w from the lookup table
15
end
16
else
17
Sleep and decrease sleeping time w = w − 1
18
Good State Update()
19
Bad State Update()
20
end
21
Merge ψ G and ψ B with same posterior count by
summing appearance count n
22
Assign 2K items of ψ G and ψ B with the highest
number of n to ψ G and ψ B , respectively.
23 end
24 Procedure Good State Update()
25
For each ψ G , generate new ψ G such that
ψ G (φ2 ) = ψ G (φ2 ) + 1 and new ψ B such that
ψ B (φ1 ) = ψ G (φ1 ) + 1
26 Procedure Bad State Update()
27
For each ψ B , generate new ψ G such that
ψ G (φ3 ) = ψ G (φ3 ) + 1 and new ψ B such that
ψ B (φ4 ) = ψ G (φ4 ) + 1

by the sleeping time after an unsuccessful harvesting attempt (cf.
Proposition 1). For different values of reward and cost, we show in
Figure 4–6 the optimal sleeping time, indexed by the average number
of time-slots the model stays in the bad harvesting state TB = 1/q
and the probability of being in the good state ΠG = q/(p + q). Note
that the bottom-left region without any color corresponds to the case
1 − p < q. The region with black color denotes the scenario in which
it is not optimal to harvest any more after an unsuccessful harvesting.
From these figures, we first observe the natural monotonicity of
longer sleeping time with respect to longer burst lengths and smaller
success probabilities. Moreover, the optimal sleeping time depends
not only on the burst length and the success probability, but also
depends on the ratio between the reward r1 and the penalty r0 . One
might be mislead to believe that if the reward is much larger than the
cost, then the optimal policy should harvest all the time. However,
Figure 4 shows that for a rather large parameter space, the optimal
policy is to sleep for one or two time-slots after an unsuccessful
harvesting. On the other hand, when the cost is larger (i.e. larger
r0 ), it is better not to harvest at all in a larger parameter space.
Nevertheless, there still exists a non-trivial selection of the sleeping
time to maximize the total harvested energy as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows that the accumulated energy can be significant.

Fig. 4. Optimal sleeping time with r1 = 10, r0 = 1 and γ = 0.99.

Fig. 5. Optimal sleeping time with r1 = 10, r0 = 10 and γ = 0.99.

Fig. 6. Optimal sleeping time with r1 = 1, r0 = 10 and γ = 0.99.

In these numerical examples, we let the reward r1 and the penalty
r0 be close, and the ratio is between 0.1 and 10. We believe that such
choices are practical. For example, in AT86RF231 [28] (a leading low
power radio transceiver), channel sensing consumes 3µJ of energy
since one clear channel assessment takes 140µs and the energy cost
for keeping the radio on is 22mW . Moreover, the energy harvesting
rate of the current technology is around 200µW [1], [29]. Suppose
that the coherence time of the energy source is T milliseconds,
which corresponds to the duration of the time-slot. The ratio r1 /r0 is
roughly (0.2T − 3)/3, and it ranges from 0.3 to 10 if T ∈ [20, 200]
milliseconds. Therefore, the ratio between the reward r1 and the
penalty r0 is neither too large nor too small, and the POMDP and the
threshold-based optimal policies are very useful in practice to derive
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number of states, and we can derive some interesting parameters by
standard analysis tools from the absorbing Markov chain theory [31].
Figure 9 shows the full-charge probability under a hypothetical
energy harvesting device with average success energy arrival probability equal 0.7 and under different initial energy levels. We assume
that the maximum battery level is 100 units, and one successful
harvesting accumulates one unit of energy while one unsuccessful
harvesting costs one unit of energy. The plots can guide us in
designing appropriate packet transmission policies. For example, for
the case of burst length equal 10, we should restrain from transmitting
the packet once the battery is around 20% full if we want to keep
the depletion probability smaller than 5 · 10−4 .

Fig. 7. Maximum harvested energy with r1 = 1, r0 = 10 and γ = 0.99.

the non-trivial optimal sleeping times.
Furthermore, the accumulated energy is sufficient for an ultra lowpower device even in the worst case scenario shown in Figure 7.
The reward r1 could be on the order of micro joules, with the
energy harvesting rate in around 200µW [1], [29] and the coherence
time of the energy source in dozens of milliseconds. The total
discounted reward is on the order of dozens of micro joules shown in
Figure 7. This accumulated energy is sufficient in the scenario where
devices operate most of the time in standby mode, where the energy
consumption can be in the order of micro watts [28], [30].
In Figure 8, we compare the performance of the POMDP-based
solution with the performance of some other policies. All these
policies obtain a larger reward with a higher probability of being
in the good state ΠG . The genie policy is the best among them,
since it assumes that the state is known before harvesting. We can
also observe that the POMDP based solution always outperforms the
two heuristic policies of harvesting all the time and sleeping one time
slot after an unsuccessful attempt.
1000
800

10

15

20
25
initial energy level

0
−200
Genie policy
Optimal sleeping
Always harvesting
Sleeping one time slot

−400
−600
0.21

0.31

0.41

0.51 0.61
ΠG

0.71

0.81

0.91

Fig. 8. Comparison with other policies with r1 = 10, r0 = 10, γ = 0.99
and TB = 10.

Recall that the threshold-based optimal policy in Proposition 1
induces a discrete-time Markov chain with state (S, E ) denoting the
energy arrival state at the previous time-slot and the energy level at
the current time-slot, respectively. For battery-operated devices, once
the battery is completely depleted, we cannot turn on the radio to
harvest anymore, which corresponds to the absorbing states (S, 0) for
any S in this Markov chain. If the battery has a maximum capacity
E, this introduces another set of absorbing states (S, E) for any S.
Without loss of generality, we assume the energy level in the battery
is a multiple of the harvested energy at each time-slot and the cost
for an unsuccessful harvesting. Hence, this Markov chain has a finite

35

Lastly, Figure 10 shows the average number of time-slots to reach
full-charge (if the device manages to fully charge the battery) under
different initial energy levels and average burst lengths. The figure
shows a decreasing and almost linear relation between the initial
energy level and the average number of time-slots when the initial
energy level becomes larger. Similarly, the slope of these numbers
can help us determine whether we can expect to be able to support
a sensor application with a specified data transmission rate. Suppose
the cost for one packet transmission is 40. If the data rate is larger
than one packet per 50 time-slots, the energy harvesting device would
quickly deplete the battery, since it takes more than 50 time-slots to
harvest 40 units of energy. On the other hand, if the data rate is
smaller than one packet per 100 time-slots, then we are confident
that it can support such applications.
250

200

30

Fig. 9. The full-charge probability under different initial energy levels and
average burst length.

400

−800
0.11

Burst length =3
Burst length =5
Burst length =10

0.9995

0.9991

time slots to full charge

Total rewards

600

prob. of full charge

1

Burst length =3
Burst length =5
Burst length =10

200
150
100
50
0

20

40
60
initial energy level

80

100

Fig. 10. The expected number of time-slots to reach full-charge under
different initial energy levels and average burst length.

B. Unknown transition probabilities
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the Bayesian
learning algorithm. Figure 11 shows that the performance of Algorithm 2 outperforms other heuristic learning algorithms in terms of the
total discounted reward. The results are averaged over three hundred
independent energy arrival sample paths generated from the unknown
Markov chain, and for each sample path the rewards are averaged
over one hundred independent runs. The accumulated total reward is
computed by summing over all received rewards before the given time
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slot. Furthermore, the received reward at each time slot is discounted
from time slot 0, i.e., the reward received at time slot t is discounted
by γ t . Note that at each time slot, we evaluate the accumulated total
rewards during the learning phase before that time, not the expected
total rewards given the learned parameters p and q.
In the heuristic posterior sampling method, the posterior count is
only updated when we have an observation of the state transition
(i.e., two consecutive harvesting actions that both reveal the state
of the Markov chain). In the heuristic random sampling method,
we replace Line 11 and Line 12 in Algorithm 2 with a uniformly
selected set of parameters p and q. Because of the heuristic choice
of keeping only K posterior counts, the Bayesian update is not exact
and the parameter estimation is biased. For example, we observe that
TB = 1.9 and ΠG = 0.7 for the heuristic posterior sampling method
in Figure 11. However, its total reward still outperforms others as
a result of its smarter exploration decisions during the learning
phase. Note also that due to the discount factor γ being strictly
smaller than one, the reward and the penalty after five hundred timeslots are negligible compared to the already accumulated rewards.
In summary, the purpose of the posterior sampling method is not
to estimate the parameters, but to achieve good performance with
unknown parameters. For example, if the environment changes and it
is assumed to be “block-wise stationary”, one can re-start the learning
phase after a coherent period of time with this posterior sampling
method.

methodologies to account for the cases for which RF energy is not
positively correlated in time. Furthermore, since the process may
result in different energy intakes or losses, we will extend our model
to allow for random energy levels. Our analysis has also assumed that
the parameters of the underlying Markov chain are fixed throughout;
however, in reality these parameters might change due to the possibly
changing environment and thus part of our current research focuses on
investigating how our approach can be made robust to such changes.
Going one step further, to make the model even more realistic, one
should consider the battery stage and capture the degradation status
of the battery (see, for example, [32, § VII]) to develop policies that
are aware of the degradation of the battery.
Finally, the problem of harvesting from multiple channels is of
high interest when considering multi-antenna devices. The formulation of this problem falls into the restless bandit problem framework
and it is left for future work.

A PPENDIX A
S UPPORTING LEMMAS
Lemma 1 is a well-known result in the POMDP literature [33].
It characterizes the piecewise linear convex segments of the value
function in Equation (17) and (18), and is useful for the proofs of
other lemmas and propositions.
Lemma 1. The value function Vt (b) in the value iteration algorithm
at any time t is a piecewise linear convex function over belief b, i.e.,

200

Vt (b) =

180
160

Total rewards

{α + βb},

where the set Γt is computed iteratively from the set Γt−1 with the
initial condition Γ0 = {0, 0}.

140
120
100
80

Exact model
Bayesian POMDP posterior sampling
Heuristic posterior sampling
Heuristic random sampling
Always harvesting

60
40
20
0
0

max

{α,β}∈Γt ⊂R2

100

200
300
Time slots

400

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on time t. The
statement is correct when t = 0 with Γ0 = {0, 0} since V0 (b) = 0
for all b. Suppose the statement is correct for any t. By Equation (6),
the value function of sleeping action at time t + 1 is
Qt+1 (b, S) = γVt (q + b(1 − p − q))
= γ max {α + β(q + b(1 − p − q))}
{α,β}∈Γt

=

500

Fig. 11. Total rewards with different algorithms with ΠG = 0.6, TB = 2.5,
r0 = 10, r1 = 10, γ = 0.99, K = 20.

max {γ(α + βq) + bγβ(1 − p − q)}.

{α,β}∈Γt

Define
Γs,t+1 , {γ(α + βq), γβ(1 − p − q) : ∀{α, β} ∈ Γt },
αs , γ(α + βq),
βs , γβ(1 − p − q).

VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Hence, we have

A. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the problem of deciding when a wireless
node with RF-EH capabilities should try and harvest ambient RF
energy and when it should sleep instead. We assumed that the overall
energy level is constant during one time-slot, and may change in
the next time-slot according to a two-state Gilbert-Elliott Markov
chain model. Based on this model, we considered two cases: first,
we have knowledge of the transition probabilities of the Markov
chain. On these grounds, we formulated the problem as a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and determined a
threshold-based optimal policy. Second, we assumed that we do
not have any knowledge about these parameters and formulated the
problem as a Bayesian adaptive POMDP. To simplify computations,
we also proposed a heuristic posterior sampling algorithm. Numerical
examples have shown the benefits of our approach.

B. Future Work
In this work, we considered a model in which RF energy is
positively correlated in time. Part of ongoing work is to extend our

Qt+1 (b, S) =

max

{αs ,βs }∈Γs,t+1

{αs + βs b}.

(17)

The value function of the harvesting action is
Qt+1 (b, H) , (r0 + r1 )b − r0 + γVt (q)(1 − b) + γVt (1 − p)b
= −r0 + γVt (q) + (r0 + r1 + γ(Vt (1 − p) − Vt (q)))b.
Define
αh,t , −r0 + γVt (q),
βh,t , r0 + r1 + γ(Vt (1 − p) − Vt (q)).
We then have
Qt+1 (b, H) = αh,t + βh,t b.

(18)

Since Vt+1 (b) = max{Qt+1 (b, S), Qt+1
S (b, H)}, the statement is
proved by defining Γt+1 , {αh,t , βh,t } Γs,t+1 .
Lemma 2. For any t, if b1 ≥ b2 , then Vt (b1 ) ≥ Vt (b2 ). For any
{α, β} ∈ Γt , we have β ≥ 0.
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Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on time t. Since
V0 (b) = 0 for all b at time t = 0 and Γ0 = {0, 0}, the statement
is correct at time t = 0. Suppose the statement is correct at time t.
Since 1 − p − q ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0, we have that
γ(α + βq) + b1 γβ(1 − p − q) ≥ γ(α + βq) + b2 γβ(1 − p − q).
(19)
This means that for any given pair of αs and βs , we have that
αs + βs b1 ≥ αs + βs b2 . By Equation (17), we have Qt+1 (b1 , S) ≥
Qt+1 (b2 , S). Since 1 − p > q, we also have Vt (1 − p) ≥ Vt (q) by
the induction condition, and hence βh,t ≥ 0. By Equation (18), we
have Qt+1 (b1 , H) ≥ Qt+1 (b2 , H). Hence, we have that Vt+1 (b1 ) ≥
Vt+1 (b2 ). Similarly, we can also derive that β ≥ 0 for any
{α, β} ∈ Γt+1 .

q/(p + q). In what follows, we focus on the type of π n policy and
derive the optimal sleeping time that obtains the maximum reward.
Recall that the belief after good state observation is 1 − p, and
after bad state observation is q. The belief after bad state observation
and sleeping n time-slots is
b̃ , q

n
X

(1 − p − q)i = q

i=0

1 − (1 − p − q)n+1
.
p+q

At belief q, the π n policy is to sleep for n time-slots, and thus
n

n

V π (q) = γ n V π (b̃).

(21)

n

At belief 1 − p, the π policy is to harvest, and thus
n

V π (1 − p) = (1 − p)(r0 + r1 ) − r0
n

n

+ γpV π (q) + γ(1 − p)V π (1 − p).

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1

(22)

n

At belief b̃, the π policy is also to harvest, and thus

The proof relies on two Lemmas presented in Appendix A. We
first prove that the optimal action is to sleep for any belief b < b
and to harvest for any belief b ≥ b. The definition of b implies that
for any b < b̄, we have that Q∞ (b, H) < Q∞ (b, S), and hence it is
always optimal to sleep for belief b < b.
If we let t → ∞ in Equation (17) and Equation (18), then we
have that
Q∞ (b, H) = αh,∞ + βh,∞ b,
{αs + βs b},
Q∞ (b, S) =
max

n

V π (b̃) = b̃(r0 + r1 ) − r0
n

n

+ γ(1 − b̃)V π (q) + γ b̃V π (1 − p).

(23)

n

By solving the above Equations (21)-(22)-(23), V π (1 − p) corresponds to F (n)/G(n). Hence, N is the optimal sleeping time that
gives the maximum reward within the set of policies defined by π n .
Since the optimal policy has this structure, the proposition is proved.


{αs ,βs }∈Γs,∞

where Γs,∞ =S{γ(α + βq), γβ(1 − p − q) : ∀{α, β} ∈ Γ∞ } and
Γ∞ = Γs,∞ {αh,∞ , βh,∞ }. Let βs′ , max{αs ,βs }∈Γs,∞ {βs }.
From the definition of Γs,∞ , there exists an βs′′ ∈ Γ∞ such that
γ(1 − p − q)βs′′ = βs′ . Suppose βs′′ ∈ Γs,∞ . We then have that
βs′′ ≤ βs′ = γ(1 − p − q)βs′′ . Since β ≥ 0 for any {α, β} ∈ Γt
from Lemma 2 and 1 − p − q > 0 and 0 < γ < 1, we have a
/ Γs,∞ . Since βs′′ ∈ Γ∞ , we have
contradiction here, and thus βs′′ ∈
βs′′ = βh,∞ . Hence, we have
βh,∞ = βs′′ = βs′ /(γ(1 − p − q)) > βs′ ≥

max

{αs ,βs }∈Γs,∞

{βs }.

Since V∞ (b, H) ≥ V∞ (b, S), it follows that V∞ (b, H) ≥ V∞ (b, S)
for any b ≥ b. Hence, the optimal action is to harvest for any belief
b ≥ b.
Suppose b̄ < q/(p + q). Since the belief after a successful
harvesting is 1 − p > q/(p + q), we continue to harvest. Observe that
after an unsuccessful harvesting and sleeping additionally for t − 1
time-slots, the belief b is
q

t−1
X

(1 − p − q)i = q

i=0

1 − (1 − p − q)t
.
p+q

(20)

Since 1 − p − q ∈ (0, 1), this is monotonically increasing with t and
converges to q/(p + q). The proposition follows by deriving t such
that the belief is larger than the threshold b.
Suppose q/(p + q) ≤ b̄ ≤ 1 − p. Since the belief after a successful
harvesting is 1 − p, we continue to harvest. Similarly, observe from
Equation (20) that the belief b is always smaller than q/(p + q) after
an unsuccessful harvesting attempt. Thus, we stop harvesting after an
unsuccessful harvesting attempt.
Lastly, it is straightforward to observe that we do not harvest at
all if 1 − p < b̄.


P ROOF

A PPENDIX C
OF P ROPOSITION 2

Let π n denote the policy that sleeps n time-slots after bad state
observation, and always harvests after good state observation. By
Proposition 1, the optimal policy is a type of π n policy since b̄ <
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